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‘This is one hell of an action packed thrillerone hell of an action packed thriller, if you enjoy Dan Brown then there is no way you won’t enjoy this…one

hell of an unputdownable read!’ Crime Book Club

Secrets of the Last NaziSecrets of the Last Nazi is as controversial as it is compelling. A heart-stopping, action-packed and scarily plausible is as controversial as it is compelling. A heart-stopping, action-packed and scarily plausible

adventure which will captivate fans of Dan Brown, Scott Mariani and Clive Cussler.adventure which will captivate fans of Dan Brown, Scott Mariani and Clive Cussler. 

THE GREATEST DISCOVERY OF THE 20TH CENTURY.

KEPT SECRET.

UNTIL NOW.

Berlin, 2015Berlin, 2015 – a well-connected SS Commander is found dead, having protected the last secret of the Nazi empire for

seventy years. A discovery by Nazi Scientists so potent it could change the balance of world power – forever.

Led by misfit military historian Myles MunroMyles Munro, an international team begin to piece together the complex puzzle left

by SS Captain Werner Stolz. As their hunt across Europe gathers pace, the brutal killing of one of the group signals

that they are not the only ones chasing the answer.

Plunged into a world of international espionage, Myles only has his intellect and instincts to keep him alive. As the

team edge closer to an explosive truth, it becomes clear to him that there is a traitor amongst them.
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Who can Myles trust? And can he unravel the clues of the past in time to save the future? 

Watch out for more from Myles MunroWatch out for more from Myles Munro

Last Prophecy of Rome coming soon.

What people are saying about Secrets of the Last NaziWhat people are saying about Secrets of the Last Nazi

'It had me turning the pages with an ever increasing speed so desperate was I to find the 'secret'…a must read for anyso desperate was I to find the 'secret'…a must read for any

thriller fans.thriller fans.' A Book Lover's Blog

'A BRILLIANT but unconventional academic races shadowy agents, a deranged killer and power-mad priests to

expose a vast conspiracy...romps along at a ferocious pace.romps along at a ferocious pace.' The Sun

'I was drawn into Secrets of the Last Nazi and will highly recommend it. It was refreshing to read a book which was

much grander in scale than my normal choice of story and Iain King weaves the threads of a fantastic narrative intoIain King weaves the threads of a fantastic narrative into

a slick adventure.a slick adventure.' Grab This Book

‘A great conspiracy thrillerA great conspiracy thriller, just the sort of book I like. The whole story is based on a fascinating premisebased on a fascinating premise and backed

up convincingly throughout. A good pace all the way through, building up and racing to an exciting finishbuilding up and racing to an exciting finish. Would

recommend to anyone who likes Scott Mariani, Dan Brown type thrillers. I will definitely look out for more books by

this author.’ Sue Fortin

‘I loved this book…for me it was a real page turnerI loved this book…for me it was a real page turner. The blurb claims the book to be a heart-stopping, action-packed

and scarily plausible adventure and I whole heartily agree.’Donna’s Book Blog

‘Iain King has come up with a thrilling plot and an ingenious idea that has the possibility to turn everyone's ideasa thrilling plot and an ingenious idea that has the possibility to turn everyone's ideas

upside downupside down and back to front.’ David Boyle

'This is a remarkable and chilling book - a clever blend of addictive fiction and astonishing revelationa clever blend of addictive fiction and astonishing revelation.' Sam Kiley

‘A modern-day treasure hunt with an intriguing historical premise, which races across Europe.’A modern-day treasure hunt with an intriguing historical premise, which races across Europe.’ Terry Stiastny

'It is at once a thriller, a mystery, a treasure hunt, and an incredible revelationary work that may just change the way

you look at the world. I found the book enjoyable, enticing, and informativeI found the book enjoyable, enticing, and informative…I would recommend this book to

history lovers and mystery/thriller lovers alike. Accio Adventure

‘An enjoyable, fast paced political thriller full of action that will definitely appeal to fans of Dan BrownAn enjoyable, fast paced political thriller full of action that will definitely appeal to fans of Dan Brown. Amazing,

ballsy and unique characters you’ll root for while on the quest to reveal the big secret. I definitely recommend it and

sincerely hope you’ll enjoy it. I was over the moon to hear there will be a sequel, The Last Prophecy of Rome.’ This
Chick Reads
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